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2020: THE RISE OF THE SUBLEASE
One thing is clear: the pandemic is having 
complex effects on market dynamics. And 
this fact is possibly no better embodied by 
the current office sublease trend gripping real 
estate markets around the nation. According to 
Lee & Associates national research, companies 
spent the second half of 2020 re-evaluating their 
physical space needs and working protocols, 
causing the amount of sublease space on 
the market to increase 70 million sq. ft. since 
the onset of the pandemic. San Francisco, 
Seattle, Austin, New York, Chicago and Boston 
all showed historic increases in sublease 
availability, mainly among TAMI tenants. 

The question around the nation still remains: 
how quickly will those who retreated and idled 
during the pandemic return to work? Office 
employment remains more than 1 million jobs 
off peak employment and the uncertainty 
surrounding the future of physical spaces 
needs suggests the answer to that question isn’t 
overnight. And for companies that had been 
teetering on downsizing prior to the pandemic, 
the rise of COVID-19 proved to be the tipping 
point in shedding excess office space for good.

Here is a snapshot of total available space nationwide:

DRIVING FACTORS
WORKPLACE EVOLUTION
It has become evident that companies 
have seen productivity remain constant 
with remote work, thus creating an 
outlook that affixes work-from-home to 
future occupancy strategies.

WORKFORCE REDUCTION
Office employment remains 1 million off 
peak employment and less jobs means 
less need for space.

ECONOMIC UNCERTAINTY
The economy sunk in 2020, and 
companies in every industry took a hit 
in some form or fashion. Attempts to 
sublease space and retain capital were 
widespread. 



CHARLESTON’S CURRENT STATE
Does this national movement of re-evaluating 
office requirements trickle down to the 
Charleston area? The answer to that question 
is resounding yes, with a few caveats. When 
looking at the data, sublease space has risen 
exponentially over the past year, tracking with 
the national trend of companies vacating space 
due to the pandemic. 

Benefitfocus and Blackbaud are the headliners, 
vacating a combined 519,193 SF space in 
Daniel Island’s submarket. That is a major 
chunk and enough to cause an outsized shift 
in sublease vacancy for a tertiary market. But 

when we began to look at other Charleston-
area submarkets, the answer was clear: this is 
pervasive. The exodus on Daniel Island makes for 
eye-popping sublease numbers, but the current 
state of the Charleston-metro paints a broader 
picture of office users vacating at a clip similar to 
the national movement. 

The rationale behind these decisions stemmed 
from a variety of factors including economic 
uncertainty, reduced workforce, proliferation of 
remote work etc. But it is clear that the pandemic 
has been the driving force behind these changes 
and has shifted the office landscape irrevocably. 

CURRENT OFFICE VACANCY IN CHARLESTON:

CHARLESTON METRO

DANIEL ISLAND

DOWNTOWN CHARLESTON

• From Q4 2019 to Q1 2021, overall 
sublease space has increased from 
214,721 SF to 865,573 SF 

• 58% of the current sublease space 
in the entire metro comes from 8 
different buildings

• Blackbaud vacated 230,000 SF and 
Benefitfocus vacated 289,193 SF 

• This stemmed from economic losses 
due to the pandemic, in addition to 
reducing footprint in favor of remote 
work

• From Q4 2019 to Q1 2021, the 
amount of sublease space on the 
Charleston Peninsula increased 1936% 
(from 3,512 SF to 71,519 SF)

Even though the recent exodus of Blackbaud 
and Benefitfocus represents the majority of 
recent sublease availability, the trend is market-
wide on a smaller scale of square footage, with the 
Peninsula seeing a 1936% increase in sublease 
space over the past year. 

SQUARE FOOTAGE AVAILABLE FOR SUBLEASE Q4 2019 - Q1 2021:

2019 Q4 214,721 SF
2020 Q1 234,693 SF
2020 Q2 285,668 SF
2020 Q3 451,931 SF
2020 Q4 885,319 SF
2021 QTD 865,573 SF

2019 Q4 50,152 SF
2020 Q1 47,186 SF
2020 Q2 47,186 SF
2020 Q3 213,062 SF
2020 Q4 532,255 SF
2021 QTD 531,855 SF

2019 Q4 3,512 SF
2020 Q1 5,352 SF
2020 Q2 36,883 SF
2020 Q3 44,155 SF
2020 Q4 70,661 SF
2021 QTD 71,519 SF



THE IMPACT

As companies continue to implement remote 
work and consider shedding physical space 
to reduce operating costs, employees will be 
enticed to evaluate their bottom lines too. 
The high cost of living in major metros might 
persuade a portion of the workforce to relocate, 
and the rise of remote work will bode well for 
tertiary markets like Charleston. 

According to a recent study by United Van Lines, 
South Carolina was among the top states that 
experienced inbound migration in 2020 (64%). 
The low cost of living, high quality of life, and 
business friendly atmosphere will continue to 

One of the main effects that we 
have seen is the push to keep 
rents steady. Rather than reducing 
a property’s operating income by 
lowering asking rates, landlords 
are offering heavier concession 
packages, including free rent, 
flexible terms, generous tenant 
buildout allowances and furnished 
spaces.  As occupancy has 
descended rapidly, rents have tried 
to hang onto where they were pre-
pandemic. 

Will they stay up in the coming months and years? That remains to be seen, but the desire from landlords 
to keep their building profitable by any means necessary underscores a larger theme: it’s good to be a 
tenant looking for space in Charleston. 

Sublease rents will taper off and possibly decrease; Direct rents will 
feel that impact as well and trend downward, as they compete with the 
cheaper sublease rates

OUR PROJECTION: 
RECOVERY MIGHT COME QUICKER THAN ANTICIPATED, BUT THERE IS A “NEW NORMAL” IN 
OFFICE LEASING

CHARLESTON IS WELL-POSITIONED TO CAPITALIZE

position Charleston as an attractive 
destination for talent, with companies surely 
to follow. Additionally, the robust pipeline of 
pristine, mid-rise office product delivering to 
Charleston in the near future could make for an 
enticing opportunity for companies looking to 
establish a presence here, whether that be 
full-time occupancy or a more flexible 
employee arrangement. 

When the two converge (inflow of talent and 
attractive office options) this could create a 
rebound effect that unveils Charleston as an 
in-demand office market of the future.

Emergence of more viable vaccines and implementation of current 
vaccines will spur optimism in return to the office in 2021

Companies will become more cognizant of the limitations of remote 
working, and factor that into future space decisions

As we approach 2022, we’ll see a chunk of this sublease space removed 
from the market as companies resume office occupancy

Co-working concepts will become more prevalent and a fixture in the 
future of office buildings

Office users who think proactively and are willing to re-enter the market 
to make long-term commitments will be in control
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Activity will normalize and the sublease space will become re-absorbed 
over time, but the future of office space and how users evaluate their 
occupancy needs is forever changed
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